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July 21, 2017 – Climate engineering is a potential means to offset the climate warming caused by anthropogenic greenhouse gases.  Suggested methods broadly fall into 2 categories.  Methods in the 1st category aim to remove carbon dioxide (CO2) from the atmosphere, whereas those in the 2nd aim to alter Earth's radiation balance.  The most prominent and best researched climate engineering approach in the 2nd category is the injection of atmospheric aerosol particles or their precursor gases into the stratosphere, where these particles reflect solar radiation back to space.  Climate engineering through cirrus cloud thinning, in contrast, mainly targets the long-wave radiation that is emitted from Earth.
Wispy, thin, and often hardly visible to the human eye, cirrus clouds do not reflect a lot of solar radiation back to space.  Because they form at high altitudes and cold temperatures, cirrus clouds emit less long-wave radiation to space than does a cloud-free atmosphere.  The climate impact of cirrus clouds is therefore similar to that of greenhouse gases.  Their long-wave warming (greenhouse) effect prevails over their reflected solar radiation (cooling) effect, causing a net-positive radiative effect of 5 to 6 Watts / square meter [W / sq m] in the present-day climate.
However, the long-wave radiative effect of cirrus clouds depends on their optical depth and on the altitude at which they form.  2 cirrus clouds of the same optical thickness formed at different altitudes will have different radiative effects.  The higher, and therefore colder, one will have a larger warming effect on climate,  because of the larger temperature difference to the mid-troposphere, from where cloud-free radiation is emitted to space.  In a warmer climate, cirrus clouds will form at higher altitudes, increasing their warming effect.
The effect of cirrus cloud thinning would be opposite in sign to that of contrails in present-day climate.  Because of increases in air traffic, contrails and the associated increase in cirrus cloud cover caused a positive radiative forcing (climate warming) of 0.05 W / sq m between 1750 and 2011.  This forcing is negligible in magnitude, compared with the radiative forcing of 2.83 W / sq m from greenhouse gases, but is of the same sign.  Cirrus cloud thinning tries to achieve the opposite, by reducing the coverage and optical thickness of cirrus clouds.
Cirrus clouds frequently form through homogeneous nucleation of liquid aerosol particles, such as sulfuric or nitric acid.  Alternatively, they can form through heterogeneous nucleation, with the help of solid aerosol particles such as desert dust, pollen, or other biological particles, which act as ice-nucleating particles (INPs).  The cirrus cloud thinning concept is based on the assumption that most cirrus clouds in the present climate nucleate homogeneously.  Homogeneously formed cirrus clouds occur in regions that are cold and/or have high relative humidities.  If suitable INPs are injected into cirrus levels, cirrus clouds would form via nucleation on these INPs at lower relative humidity and higher temperature, preventing the formation of cirrus clouds through homogeneous freezing.  Paradoxically, seeding cirrus clouds in this way decreases their radiative impact and their lifetime, therefore reducing the overall warming effect compared with that of “natural” cirrus clouds.
The cooling effect of seeded cirrus clouds has 3 contributions.  1st, the cirrus clouds form at lower relative humidities that occur at lower altitudes in the atmosphere (see the figure), where they have a smaller warming effect.  2nd, because the number concentration of INPs is much lower than that of solution droplets, heterogeneously formed cirrus clouds contain fewer ice crystals.  These ice crystals can grow to larger sizes and sediment more readily from cirrus levels, reducing the lifetime and optical thickness of cirrus clouds and hence their warming potential.  3rd, sedimenting ice crystals remove water vapor, the most important natural greenhouse gas, from the upper troposphere.
If cirrus thinning works, it should be preferred over methods that target changes in solar radiation, such as stratospheric aerosol injections, because cirrus thinning would counteract greenhouse gas warming more directly.  Solar radiation management methods cannot simultaneously restore temperature and precipitation at present-day levels, but lead to a reduction in global mean precipitation, because of the decreased solar radiation at the surface.  This adverse effect on precipitation is minimized for cirrus seeding, because of the smaller change in solar radiation.
The maximum cirrus seeding potential would be achieved by removing all cirrus clouds.  The resulting radiative forcing of 5 to 6 W / sq m would more than offset the radiative forcing of a CO2 doubling.  More realistically, the upper limit of cirrus seeding is given by the difference in radiation between a climate model simulation in which all cirrus clouds freeze homogeneously and one in which all cirrus clouds form through heterogeneous nucleation.  This difference is on the order of 2 to 3 W / sq m, which corresponds to 50 to 80% of a doubling of CO2.  Yet, even this is an overestimate, given that, already in the present-day climate, cirrus clouds form both through homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation.
One problem with cirrus seeding is over-seeding, which occurs if too many INPs are injected.  In over-seeding, the cirrus clouds become optically thicker, leading to warming.  Current models give different critical INP concentrations (INP*) at which over-seeding starts.  INP* depends on the fraction of cirrus clouds that nucleates heterogeneously in the present climate, as well as on the chemical composition and the size of the injected INPs.  In addition, seeding needs to be avoided in cloud-free regions with high relative humidities - where no cirrus clouds form.  Here, seeding with INPs could lead to cirrus clouds that cause a warming effect on the climate, same as that from contrails.
Unintended cirrus formation is especially pronounced if the seeded INPs start to nucleate ice at very low relative humidities.  Because of the competition of these various factors, the radiative forcing of cirrus cloud seeding varies between −1.8 and +2.1 W / sq m.  Thus, if cirrus seeding is not done carefully, the effect could be additional warming rather than the intended cooling.  If done carefully, the negative radiative effect from cirrus seeding should be stronger in a warmer climate, in which the overall radiative effect of cirrus clouds will be larger.
The results from model studies of cirrus thinning suggest that the perfect seeding INPs should be large and that seeding could be geographically or temporally limited.  Bismuth tri-iodide (BiI3) has been suggested as a non-toxic and affordable substance for cirrus seeding; other substances, such as mineral dust, should work as well.  However, further research is needed to investigate which particles would be good seeding agents.  It is also important to determine whether these INPs also influence lower-lying clouds, and if so, whether this enhances or dampens the effect of cirrus thinning.
If the time and place of seeding is selected with care, the climate effect of cirrus thinning can be enhanced.  For that, only the long-wave warming effect of cirrus clouds should be targeted, and their solar effect should be avoided.  This can be achieved if seeding is limited to high-latitude winters or to nighttime seeding.  Contrary to solar radiation management methods, cirrus seeding is more effective at high than at low latitudes.  A small-scale deployment of cirrus seeding could therefore be envisioned—for instance, in the Arctic to avoid further melting of Arctic sea ice.  Governance of such local climate engineering might be easier to achieve than for solar radiation management, especially if substantial climate effects outside the targeted region could be avoided.
The climatic side effects of cirrus thinning have yet to be explored in larger detail.  Intensification of tropical convection and changes in the tropical circulation seem likely if cirrus thinning is applied globally.  Ideal target regions, seeding frequency, and transport mechanisms of seeded INPs also remain to be identified.  Only after these questions are addressed could one move further to explore the costs and feasibility of cirrus cloud thinning.  It is also important to remember that, like solar radiation management, cirrus thinning cannot prevent the CO2 increase in the atmosphere and the resulting ocean acidification.  For the time being, cirrus cloud thinning should be viewed as a thought experiment that is helping to understand cirrus cloud–formation mechanisms.	
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